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The stem expansion effects associated with -m’ut offer insight into the morphophonology of Kwak’wala. Building on the work
of Rodier (1989) and Struijke (2000), I use the framework of Minimalist Reduplication (Saba Kirchner forthcoming) to offer an analysis of the distribution of the three expansion effects attested with
-m’ut (epenthesis, lengthening and reduplication) and the attested
subpatterns of reduplication. This analysis is more theoretically parsimonious and more empirically successful than alternative theories
can achieve. It also yields interesting predictions and avenues for research in the morphophonology of Kwak’wala and of the Wakashan
family.

1. Introduction
Like all Wakashan languages, Kwak’wala has a rich morphophonological system, characterized by an extensive and complex set of afxes. Among these
are many sufxes which induce phonological changes in the stems to which they
afx. These changes may include fortition or lenition of a stem-nal consonant,
or expansion of the stem through lengthening, reduplication, and epenthesis.1
In this paper I analyze the sufx -m’ut, which is associated with all of
those expansion effects in certain contexts.2 In particular I focus on the reduplication triggered by -m’ut, which has two properties that are puzzling for standard analyses of reduplication. Reduplication fails to occur with some classes of
stems, with which it should be compatible. And some input material surfaces in
the “reduplicant” while being absent in the “base”
I present an analysis of -m’ut stem expansion in the framework of Minimalist Reduplication (Saba Kirchner forthcoming). MR attempts to derive reduplicative behavior from independently motivated phonological processes, without
resorting to reduplication-specic theoretical machinery. This framework rejects
standard assumptions about reduplication such as the existence of RED, “base”
My understanding of Kwak’wala would be much poorer were it not for a eld methods course at
InField 2008. I offer many thanks to our informants Daisy Sewid-Smith and Beverly Lagis, to our
instructor Pat Shaw, and to my classmates. Similar gratitude is owed to many linguists at UC Santa
Cruz and at WSCLA 14 who gave feedback on various incarnations of this work.
1 These generalizations about Kwak’wala are due to Boas (1947). Other important work on Kwak’wala
phonology includes Grubb (1977), Wilson (1986) and Zec (1994).
2 Work on -m’ut has a long history as well; see Rodier (1989), Struijke (1998), Struijke (2000) and
Saba Kirchner (2006).
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and “reduplicant,” and (in Optimality Theory) FAITH-BR constraints. As I show
below, a theory which eschews these theoretical devices yields a simpler and more
successful account of -m’ut reduplication, as well as providing a useful orientation for the further exploration of Kwak’wala stem-expanding sufxes.
2. Data
2.1. Sketch of Kwak’wala prosody
The main diagnostic for syllable weight is stress placement. Kwak’wala
exhibits quantity-sensitive default-to-opposite stress assignment. Primary stress
falls on the leftmost heavy syllable if any heavy syllable is present; otherwise
it falls on the rightmost syllable (Bach 1975). Secondary stress also occurs; its
assignment is not as clear, but it generally falls on alternating syllables following
the primary stress (Wilson 1986). Zec (1994) analyzes the metrical system as
quantity-sensitive iambic footing, with the rst foot laid down at the rst heavy
syllable when possible, otherwise on the nal syllable.
Two facts about syllable weight are signicant for our purposes: rst, that
different types of coda consonants differ in their contribution to syllable weight;
and second, that three levels of weight are found.
2.1.1 Sonority and coda weight
As in all quantity-sensitive languages with a phonemic vowel length distinction, syllables with long vowels are treated as heavy and syllables with short
vowels are not. The weight contribution of codas, however, is variable, and depends on the sonority of the coda consonant in question (Bach 1975). Unglottalized sonorant codas do yield heavy syllables, thus attracting stress:3
(1) Sonorant codas attract stress:
m’@´n.sa ‘to measure’
d@´l.xa
‘damp’
‘soft’
t@´l.qw a

218
218
218

But obstruent codas and glottalized sonorant codas do not contribute to syllable
weight, as shown by the failure of syllables with such codas to attract stress in (2):
(2) Obstruent codas and glottalized sonorants do not attract stress:
c’@t.xá
‘to squirt’
218
t@ì.c’á
‘to warm oneself’
217
g@m’.Xá ‘to use the left hand’ 219
This division between obstruent and (unglottalized) sonorant codas will prove crucial to explain some of the subpatterns of reduplication found with -m’ut.
3 Plain

page numbers refer to Boas (1947). Page numbers with label BD refer to Boas (1948).
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2.1.2 Three syllable weights
Assigning all syllables to one of two classes – “heavy” or “light” – proves
insufcient to account for the full range of facts. If we observe the behavior of
syllables according to our stress diagnostic, we nd that there are actually three
classes: stress-accepting syllables, stress-attracting syllables, and stress-rejecting
syllables.
Stress-accepting syllables are basic light syllables. A light syllable in the
middle of a word will not bear primary stress, but it will bear secondary stress
if it sits in an appropriate location (i.e. an even number of syllables after the
primary-stressed syllable). A word-nal light syllable will accept stress if there
is no heavy syllable in the word. By contrast, stress-attracting syllables are the
heavy syllables. They have a long vowel or a sonorant coda – but never both –
and the rst one in a word will always bear stress.4 The contrast between these
syllable types is shown in (3):
(3) Stress-accepting syllables (@ as nucleus and obstruent-only coda):
‘favorite place for eating outside’ 366
h@m’xd@´m’Ps
t@ìc’@b@´s
‘warming himself’
336
‘cinquefoil plant in ground’
BD 173
t@Xw t’@q’w´@s
(4) Stress-attracting syllables (full vowel or plain sonorant coda):
dz´@mb@t@ls
‘to bury in hole in ground’
218
218
k’@q’w @Xsd@´ndalap’a ‘to stick through at both ends’
ň’á:y’aìa
‘to be transformed’
219
The interesting third class of syllables are those that reject stress. These are syllables with an epenthetic nucleus (invariably @). These syllables never bear secondary stress, even when they sit an appropriate distance from the primary stressed
syllable. Instead, stress assignment seems to ignore these syllables entirely; if the
rst or second syllable after the primary stress has an epenthetic nucleus, secondary stress will fall three syllables later instead of two, and so on. (Boas 1947,
Wilson 1986) Some examples are shown in (5).5
(5) Stress-rejecting syllables (with epenthetic @, underlined below; 219):
→ dz á:wad@Pì:nu:Xw
/dz axw + =ad + !i:nu:Xw/
‘people of Knight Inlet’
→ qá:g@k’w@Pà:s
/qa:k + =kw + !@ + =a:s/
‘place where skulls are hung up on rock’
→ xw á:xw agw @mì:
/xw a: + =@m + i:/
‘that small canoe’
I adopt moraic theory to analyze this three-way contrast (Hyman 1985, Morén
4A

very small number of words do have a long vowel nucleus and sonorant coda, e.g. Pu:mp ‘father’
(BD 33). I ignore these exceptional words here.
5 Following the conventions of Boas (1947), morphological classes of sufxes known as “hardening”
and “weakening” are indicated orthographically through the symbols ! and = respectively, e.g. !i:nu:Xw
and =a:s below.
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1999). Syllable weight is a measure of the number of moras dominated by a given
syllable. A syllable with two or more moras is heavy and, in Kwak’wala, stressattracting. One-mora syllables are stress-accepting. I claim that stress-rejecting
syllables contain no moras.6 Because these syllables always have epenthetic nuclei, we can arrive at this result by prohibiting the insertion of a mora dominating
any vowel with no input correspondent. We can represent each of these syllable
types visually as ! (heavy, 2 moras), " (light, 1 mora) and # (weightless, 0 moras).
2.2. Phonotactics
A few other signi!cant points about Kwak’wala phonotactics should be
mentioned. Superheavy syllables (i.e. those with more than two moras) are always prohibited in Kwak’wala, and they are actively avoided. There are also a
number of variations in vowel quality which intersect with vowel lengthening and
shortening. In particular, the full range of vocalic contrasts is only maintained
by long vowels. When i: or u: shorten, they surface as @. When @ lengthens, it
typically surfaces as a:. I follow Bach (1975) in taking i: and u: to be (usually)
derived from /@y/ and /@w/, and e: and o: from /@y@/ and /@w@/.
We have already seen some examples of the epenthesis which is active in the language. Word internally, schwa epenthesis relieves three types of
marked codas: clusters that violate the Sonority Sequencing Principle, voiced obstruents, and glottalized consonants (laryngeally-marked consonants ; Lombardi
(1991), Lombardi (1995)), e.g. /gw @d + xPi:d/ → [gw @d@xPi:t] ‘to begin to untie’
(Boas (1947): 211).
Word-!nal epenthesis does not occur. Word-!nal voiced obstruents devoice, while glottalized consonants surface faithfully. (For a more complete analysis of this pattern and its typological implications, see Davenport (2007).)
2.3. -m’ut afxation
2.3.1 The sufx
Boas (1947) glosses -m’ut as “useless, refuse.” (339) More speci!cally, m’ut words refer to the useless byproduct of an action, such as sawdust or inedible
food scraps left after cooking.7 There are two allomorphs for the suf!x itself.
Glottalized [m’u:t] occurs with consonant-!nal stems. Unglottalized [mu:t] occurs
with vowel-!nal stems, including all epenthetic forms.
6 Literature

on semisyllables and nonmoraic syllables includes Gafos (1996), Cho and King (1999)
and Nuger (2006). cf. the analysis of Bach !t al% (2005), claiming that all schwas in Kwak’wala are
weightless.
7 The existence of the suf!x -(g)i:sawe:P, -(g)i:so:la should also be noted here. This suf!x, glossed
as ‘left over, to leave over’, triggers stem expansion similar to -m’ut. Boas (1947) is inconsistent in
classifying the patterns as identical or merely similar (235, 353). The similarity in semantics and the
morphophonology is striking. However, other suf!xes with comparable semantics do not exhibit any
of the same stem expansion effects; e.g. -!ay’awe:P, -!ay’o:la ‘left over’. I do not explore this issue
any further here.
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I do not provide an analysis of this allomorphy here, but I touch on it
again in §5. In the tableaux in §3 I simplify representations by only listing m’u:t
as the underlying form, and only considering forms that choose the correct allomorph.
2.3.2 Stem expansion
The surface form of a stem with -m’ut depends entirely on the underlying
shape of the stem. (6) shows the changes in the eleven classes of stem shape
attested in Boas (1947):8
(6) Stem changes with -m’ut :
Class Root
Suf!xed
A1
C@T
Ca:T
A2
C@R
C@RC@
A3
C@Y
C@YC@
A4
C@D
Ca:D@
A5
C@C’
C@C@T’@
B1
CV:T
CV:C@T
B5
CV:T’ C@CV:T’@
C1
C@RT
C@RC@T
C4
C@RD C@C@RD@
C5
C@RC’ C@C@RT’
D
C@TT
Ca:TT@

Change
l
r
r
l, e
r, e
r
r, e
r
r, e
r
l, e

E.g.
t’@s
k@n
d@y
gw @d
c’@m’
Xw a:ň
si:q’
q@ns
m@ndz
k’w @ml’
k’w @sx

With suf!x
t’a:sm’u:t
k@nk@mu:t
di:d@mu:t
gw a:d@mu:t
c’@c’@m’@mu:t
Xw a:Xw @ìm’u:t
s@si:q’@mu:t
q@nq@sm’u:t
m@m@ndz @mu:t
k’w @k’w @ml’mu:t
k’w a:sx@mu:t

Patterns begin to emerge when we consider the epenthetic cases:
(7) Changes in epenthetic stems:
Class Root
Suf!xed
A4
C@D
Ca:D@
CV:T’ C@CV:T’@
B5
C@RD C@C@RD@
C4
D
C@TT Ca:TT@

Change
l, e
r, e
r, e
l, e

E.g.
gw @d
si:q’
m@ndz
k’w @sx

With suf!x
gw a:d@mu:t
s@si:q’@mu:t
m@m@ndz@mu:t
k’w a:sx@mu:t

In all of these forms, epenthesis is independently motivated. We can hypothesize
therefore that epenthesis is not triggered by -m’ut (beyond the fact that epenthesis
is an automatic phonological consequence when a consonant-initial suf!x follows
a morpheme with a !nal consonant which cannot surface as a coda). That leaves
lengthening and reduplication as the stem expansion only manifestations of the
8

Class names correspond to those in Boas (1947). The Root and Suf!xed columns show schematically
the changes undergone by the stems, according to the folowing key: C = consonant. V = vowel. T
= plain voiceless obstruent. D = voiced obstruent. Y = glide. R = sonorant. The type of change is
given at a glance in the Change column, stating whether a stem of the class in question undergoes
lengthening, reduplication or epenthesis.
Active phonological rules include @y]! → [i:] and ň]! → [ì]. Some polysyllabic stems are also attested
with -m’ut ; their expansion appears to be irregular.
Classes A5 and C5, having two and one attested forms respectively, are not analyzed here because of
the absence of reliable data. Patterns A4, A5, B5, C4 and C5 are all very rare.
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suf!x in the stem.
When we compare all stems that reduplicate with those that lengthen,
ignoring the question of epenthesis, we see a clear difference between the two
classes:
(8) -m’ut words grouped by type of stem change:
Lengthening
Class Root
Suf!xed
E.g.
With suf!x
A1
C@T
Ca:T
t’@s
t’a:sm’u:t
A4
C@D
Ca:D@
gw @d
gw a:d@mu:t
w
C@TT Ca:TT@
k’ @sx k’w a:sx@mu:t
D
Reduplication
A2
C@R
C@RC@
k@n
k@nk@mu:t
C@Y
C@YC@
d@y
di:d@mu:t
A3
CV:T
CV:C@T
Xw a:ň
Xw a:Xw @ìm’u:t
B1
B5
CV:T’ C@CV:T’@ si:q’
s@si:q’@mu:t
C@RT C@RC@T
q@ns
q@nq@sm’u:t
C1
C4
C@RD C@C@RD@ m@ndz m@m@ndz@mu:t
All the roots that lengthen would constitute a light syllable on their own, while all
the roots that reduplicate would constitute a heavy syllable on their own. Those
reduplicating forms, in which the bare root would form a heavy syllable, are the
forms which could not undergo vowel lengthening under any circumstances, because the result would be a superheavy syllable (something always forbidden in
Kwak’wala). Therefore I follow Rodier (1989) in arguing that when -m’ut is
added, stems lengthen when possible; when lengthening would create an illegal
superheavy syllable, stems reduplicate instead.
Reduplication always creates a stem with one heavy and one light syllable. (Epenthetic syllables also co-occur with reduplication). However, roots can
differ in the reduplicative stem to which they expand in terms of the order of the
heavy and light syllables, and in the location in which root-!nal consonants (if
any) surface in the stem.
Syllable ordering in terms of weight correlates to the presence or absence
of epenthesis. Non-epenthetic forms have a ! " pattern, while epenthetic forms
exhibit a " ! pattern:
(9) Reduplication patterns by weight:
e.g. k@nk@mu:t
!" !
" ! # ! e.g. m@m@ndz @mu:t
Note that both patterns are consistent with the creation of good iambs: (!) (" !)
and (" !) # (!).
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!n t$r&' o) root*!nal -on'onant'. 'in0l$ o1'tr2$nt -o3a' al4a5' '2r)a-$
in th$ '$-on3 '5lla1l$ o) th$ 't$& 7or a' th$ on'$t o) th$ thir3 '5lla1l$ in $8$nth$ti)or&'9:
7109 =$328li-ation 4ith 'in0l$ o1'tr2$nt -o3a:
>o $8$nth$'i':
?X4 a:ň? → X4 a:X4 @ì&@2:t
Aith $8$nth$'i': ?'i:B@?
→ '@'i:B@@&2:t
Cin0l$ 8lain root*!nal 'onorant' '2r)a-$ in th$ !r't '5lla1l$:
7119 =$328li-ation 4ith 'in0l$ 'onorant -o3a:
?D@n? → D@nD@&2:t
=oot*!nal -l2't$r' '2r)a-$ -onti02o2'l5 i) non&orai- or i) $8$nth$'i' o--2r':
7129 =$328li-atiF$ -o3a -l2't$r' '2r)a-$ -onti02o2'l5:
=oot 'ha8$ GG:
?D@4 @'H? → D@4 a:'H@&2:t
Il2't$r in $8$nth$ti- 4or3 ?&@n3z ? → &@&@n3z @&2:t
K2t L2't in th$ -a'$ 4h$r$ th$ root*!nal -l2't$r ha' th$ 'ha8$ =G. th$ -l2't$r '8lit'.
4ith th$ 'onorant &$&1$r '2r)a-in0 in th$ !r't '5lla1l$ an3 th$ o1'tr2$nt in th$
'$-on3 '5lla1l$ o) th$ 't$&:
7139 Io3a -l2't$r' '8lit 4h$n th$5 haF$ th$ 'ha8$ =G:
?B@n'? → B@nB@'&@2:t
3. Analysis
! taD$ th$ 2n3$rl5in0 )or& o) th$ '2)!H to 1$ ?µ &@2µ µ t?N Gh$ "oatin0
&ora a''o-iat$3 4ith thi' '2)!H n$$3' to 3o-D in th$ 't$&. 4h$r$ it l$n0th$n'
th$ 't$& Fo4$l 4h$n 8o''i1l$O 4h$n l$n0th$nin0 i' not 8o''i1l$. r$328li-ation i'
tri00$r$3 in't$a3 7=o3i$r 1P8P9N
Gh$ r$328li-atiF$ '218att$rn' -an 1$ $H8lain$3 a' GRGS 7T-Iarth5 an3
Urin-$ 1PP59 $))$-t' 7Ctr2iLD$ 1PP8. 20009N Wo4*ranD$3 &arD$3n$'' -on'traint'
-hoo'$ 1$t4$$n &2lti8l$ )or&' 4hi-h )aith)2ll5 r$aliz$ all in82t &at$rialN
Gh$ )ra&$4orD )or thi' anal5'i' i' Tini&ali't =$328li-ation. 4hi-h 3$*
F$lo8' =o3i$r@' i3$a into a 0$n$ral a--o2nt o) r$328li-ationN T= Fi$4' r$328li*
-ation a' an $&$r0$nt 8h$no&$non not ti$3 to '8$-ial &or8holo0i-al 8ro-$''$'
7'2-h a' t$&8lati- -o85in09 or r$lation'hi8' 7'2-h a' FA!GZ*K=9N =$328li-ation
i' 'i&8l5 a r$8air 8ro-$'' aFaila1l$ )or a lan02a0$ -on)rontin0 &arD$3 'tr2-t2r$'.
$N0N a "oatin0 &ora. 4hi-h &a5 1$ -ho'$n in all -a'$' or onl5 in -$rtain -ont$Ht'.
3$8$n3in0 on th$ ranDin0 o) ! >GR[=!G\ an3 oth$r D$5 -on'traint'N T= -r2-iall5
a''2&$' that r$328li-ation i' &ini&al ] it o--2r' to th$ $Ht$nt n$$3$3 to r$8air
&arD$3 'tr2-t2r$'N
Ghi' 'tan3' in -ontra't 4ith 'tan3ar3 anal5'$' o) r$328li-ation. 4hi-h
a''2&$ that r$328li-ation 8$r '$ i' a 0oalN Gh$'$ anal5'$' t58i-all5 r$l5 on '8$-ial
th$or$ti-al &a-hin$r5 '2-h a' a =R^ &or8h$&$O '8$-ial -on'tit2$nt' -all$3 _1a'$`
14#

an# $re#'(l*can,-. an# a (roce00 o1 co(2*n3 #'e ,o 456789:; con0,ra*n,0<
3.1. Lengthening, reduplication and epenthesis
=*>en ,?e ran@*n3 AB 5C9µ D D FG90e3D 6 H7F=;67IJ $ 6 DFH7Klen3,?LD
Me (re#*c, ,?a, a !oa,*n3 Nora M*ll 0'r1ace O2 ca'0*n3 a 0,eN >oMel ,o len3,?en<
7?*0 *0 M?a, ?a((en0 M*,? P@7 roo,0D a0 0?oMn *n KQRL< 6n @ee(*n3 M*,? ,?e (r*n9
c*(le0 o1 B;D a re#'(l*ca,*>e 0e3Nen, >*ola,e0 6H7F=;67I. :; corre0(on#ence
an# con0,ra*n,0 are aO0en,<S
KQRL Len3,?en*n3 M*,? NonoNora*c 0,eN0U
t@p + µ m’uµ µ t B 5C9µ D FG90e3

6 H7F=

6 DKlen3,?L

! a< taµ µ pm’u µ µ t
O<

t@µ pm’u µ µ t

c<

Pa µ t@µ pm’u µ µ t

V
VW
VWV

#< t@µ t@ µ pm’u µ µ t

VWV

:', len3,?en*n3 *0 *N(o00*Ole M?en ,?e 0,eN alrea#2 con0,*,',e0 a ?ea>2 02lla9
OleD Oeca'0e o1 ,?e aO0ol',e Oan on 0'(er?ea>2 02llaOle0 *n XMa@YMala< 7?*0 Oan
*0 1orNal*Ze# ,?ro'3? ,?e 'n#oN*na,e# (o0*,*on o1 ,?e con0,ra*n, V[B\;5 Kc1<
Bor]n QSSSL< ^*nce ,?e (re1erre# re(a*r 0,ra,e32 *0 r'le# o',D ,?e ne_,9Oe0, re(a*r
0,ra,e32 N'0, Oe c?o0en *n0,ea#< 7?e ran@*n3 DFG90e3 $ 6 H7F=;67I en0're0
,?a, re#'(l*ca,*on *0 (re1erre# a0 a 0e3Nen,9a##*n3 0,ra,e32 ra,?er ,?an e(en,?e9
0*0< 6n KQ`L Me 0ee a P@; 0,eN a@@na 'n#er3o*n3 0'1"_a,*on< 8*3?9ran@*n3 con9
0,ra*n,0 r'le o', ,?e len3,?en*n3 can#*#a,e b@a:nNY':,c an# ,?e e(en,?e,*c can#*#a,e
b@@n,aN':,cD lea>*n3 ,?e re#'(l*ca,*>e can#*#a,e b@@n@@N':,c a0 ,?e M*nner<
KQ`L ;e#'(l*ca,*on M*,? O*Nora*c 0,eN0U
V[B \;5
k@n + µ m’uµ µ t
! a<

D FG90e3

k@µ nµ .k@ µ .muµ µ t

O< kaµ µ nµ .m’u µ µ t
c<

k@µ nµ .ta µ .muµ µ t

#<

k@µ nµ .k@ µ nµ .muµ µ t

6 H7F=

P \H7=

VV

VV

VVVW

V

VW
VWV

S De"n*,*on0

o1 all con0,ra*n,0 '0e# *n ,?*0 (a(er are 3*en *n an a((en#*_ OeloM<
Ho,e ,?a, ,?*0 anal20*0 rel*e0 on 0oNe 1'r,?er a00'N(,*on0 M?*c? can onl2 Oe ,o'c?e# on ?ere< 7o 0?oM
,?a, >oMel len3,?en*n3 0?oM0 ,?e *n!'ence o1 a !oa,*n3 NoraD Me nee# ,o Na@e cer,a*n a00'N(,*on0
aOo', !oa,*n3 0'(er0e3Nen,al0 *n 3eneral an# Nora0 *n (ar,*c'lar< ^ee dol1 KeffgL on !oa,*n3 ele9
Nen,0 *n 3eneral K,?o'3? e0(ec*all2 !oa,*n3 1ea,'re0LD an# Ga,er Keff[L on !oa,*n3 Nora0< \n ,?e #r*>e
1or ,?*0 !oa,*n3 Nora ,o #oc@ *n ,?e 0,eN ra,?er ,?an *n ,?e 0'1"_ or 0oNeM?ere el0eD 0ee ^aOa X*rc?ner
KeffhL< de nee# ,o r'le o', a can#*#a,e b,@µ (NY'µ µ ,cD *n M?*c? ,?e !oa,*n3 Nora anc?or0 *n ,?e 0,eN
*n (lace o1 a #e1a'l, Nora< Do*n3 ,?*0 rei'*re0 !e0?*n3 o', ,?e 3eneral Nor*"ca,*on Nec?an*0N *n
Nore #e,a*l. 0ee e<3< Bor]n KQSSSL< 4or rea0on0 o1 0(aceD 6 #o no, *n>e0,*3a,e ,?e0e *00'e0 1'r,?er ?ereD
O', 0ee ^aOa X*rc?ner K1or,?coN*n3L<
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As we have seen, the epenthesis that occurs with -m’ut sufxation is orthogonal
to the stem expansion process triggered by the oating morpheme. Given a highranked constraint to prohibit the morication of epenthetic vowels, this falls out
directly. I take this constraint to be [D EP-seg &seg D EP L INK M ORA], ranked as
shown in (16):10
(16) Lengthening with monomoraic epenthetic stem:
D EP-seg &seg
*L AR]!
gw @d + µ m’uµ µ t
D EP L INK M ORA

I NTEG

! a. gw aµ µ d@muµ µ t
b. gw aµ µ dmuµ µ t

*!

c.

gw @µ d@ µ muµ µ t

d.

gw @µ gw @ µ d@muµ µ t

*!
*!*

3.2. Subpatterns of reduplication
Having motivated the selection of reduplication or lengthening for a given
stem, it remains to analyze the various reduplicative subpatterns that occur. First
we have cases where a C@R root yields a " ! reduplicated stem pattern. This is
due to the force of *C LASH, which seeks to avoid adjacent foot heads (as e.g. k@n
and m’u:t ), even at the cost of disaligning the stem and root right edges (Struijke
(1998)):
(17) " ! reduplication:
k@n + µ m’u:t

I NTEGRITY

! a. (k@n)(k@mu:t)

**

b. (k@k@n)(mu:t)

**

*C LASH

A LIGN-R
(Root, Stem)
*

*!

Reduplicative forms in which epenthesis also occurs behave differently. The presence of an epenthetic vowel between the root and the sufx is already sufcient to
avoid a prosodic clash, so a ! " reduplicative stem emerges as optimal:

10 Note

that this constraint would not rule out a candidate in which the “epenthetic” vowel is really
reduplicative. More needs to be said to eliminate this possibility as well; I do not address this issue
here. Note though that ultimately this analysis only relies on the fact that epenthetic vowels never bear
moras – something that is independently motivated in Kwak’wala.
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(18) " ! # reduplication:
si:q’ + µ m’u:t

F OOT
F ORM

*C LASH

A L-R
(Rt, St)

C ONTG

! a. (s@si:)q’@(mu:t)

*

*

*

b. (si:)q’@(s@mu:t)

*

*

**!

c. (si:)s@q’@(mu:t)

**!

*

**

d. (si:s@)q’@(mu:t)

**!

*

*

e. (si:)(s@)q’@(mu:t)

**!

*

*

CV:T roots also must reduplicate to avoid having a superheavy syllable, but in
these roots unlike the C@R roots, it is the root vowel and not the coda which
contributes to syllable weight. Therefore a compromise emerges to satisfy both
*C LASH and A LIGN -R(Root, Stem): the long vowel of the root surfaces in the
rst syllable, while the coda surfaces in the second. This is shown in (19).
(19) Reduplication with single obstruent coda:
F OOT
*C L
Xw a:ň + µ m’u:t
F ORM

A L-R
(Rt, St)

! a. (Xw a:)(Xw @ìm’u:t)

C ONTIG
*

b. (Xw a:ì)(Xw @mu:t)

*!

c.

(Xw @)(Xw a:ì)(m’u:t)

*!

d.

(Xw @ì)(Xw a:)(mu:t)

*!

**
*

*

**

C@RD forms are a different case, because these forms also involve epenthesis.
With *C LASH and A LIGN -R(Root, Stem) remaining agnostic between a " ! stem
and a ! " stem, it falls to the constraint enforcing iambic footing to choose the
best candidate. That candidate is the one with a " ! stem, producing two good
iambic feet.11
(20) Reduplication and epenthesis with RD clusters:
A L-R
F OOT
*C L
m@ndz + µ m’u:t
(Rt, St)
F ORM

C ONTG

! a. (m@m@n)dz@(mu:t)

*

*

*

b. (m@n)dz@(m@mu:t)

*

*

**!

c. (m@n)m@dz@(mu:t)

**!

*

**

m@dz @(m@n)(mu:t)

**!

*

***

d.
11 I

*

assume naively that FOOT F ORM is violated by any foot that is not a proper iamb, and by any
unfooted syllable. In a fuller analysis, this constraint can be broken down into simpler well-motivated
prosodic markedness constraints.
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Finally we have the C@RT forms, in which the root cluster splits apart in the reduplicative stem. These forms fall out directly from what we have said so far; it is
always the sonorant member of the cluster that surfaces in the rst syllable (preventing a violation of *C LASH), while the obstruent portion of the coda surfaces
in the second syllable to maintain proper alignment.
(21) RT clusters split in reduplication:
q@ns + µ m’u:t

I NTEG

*C L

A L-R
(Rt, St)

C ONTG

! a. (q@n)(q@sm’u:t)

**

b. (q@sq@n)(m’u:t)

**

c. (q@ns)(q@mu:t)

**

d. (q@q@ns)(m’u:t)

**

*!

**

***!

**

*

e. (q@ns)(q@ns)(m’u:t)

**
*!

*

***

*!

**

4. Conclusion and remaining issues
Previous attempts to account for the stem expansion patterns found in
Kwak’wala with the sufx -m’ut have been unable to explain the full range of
data. The Minimalist Reduplication analysis presented here was able to account
for all the facts. The crucial difference about MR is that it allows reduplication
to emerge as a repair process in just those circumstances where other repairs are
blocked. This explains the distribution of reduplication and vowel lengthening
when -m’ut is added to different roots. When reduplication does occur, the shape
it takes is controlled by the ordinary constraints of the language, allowing us to
explain the various attested subpatterns of reduplication.
Some issues remain unresolved. The full implications of this analysis for
the morphophonology of Kwak’wala need to be investigated. With regard to the
allomorphy of the sufx, there is an important stress issue which was not discussed
here. Vowels in the rst syllable which are lengthened due to the addition of -m’ut
do not bear stress. This contradicts the generalization given for stress assignment,
but it seems closely related to a special rule about the effect of morphology on
stress assignment:
“All stems of the type cv̆c and cv̆m [i.e. C@T and C@R–JSK ] if followed by a weakening or hardening sufx or one beginning with a
glottal stop have the accent on the sufx.” (Boas (1947): 218)
Although -m’ut is not a hardening or a weakening sufx, nor does it
begin with a glottal stop, it does exhibit active allomorphy involving the glottalization of the rst consonant. An account of the -m’ut stress facts should extend
to account for those other classes as well. This will also require an analysis of
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hardening and weakening sufxes capable of accounting for their behavior as a
natural class in this context.
Finally, it remains to analyze all the other stem-expanding sufxes of
Kwak’wala. The MR account provides a framework for understanding those sufxes and predicting what kind of stem expansion effects can or cannot occur. This
work can help conrm or disconrm the constraint rankings and the general analysis put forth here with respect to -m’ut.
Appendix: Constraint denitions
A LIGN-R(Root, Stem) (McCarthy and Prince 1995): The right edge of every root
coincides with the right edge of some stem.
*C LASH (Struijke 2000): Adjacent heads of feet are prohibited.
C ONTIGUITY: ∀ xy ∈

(

) ∃ !" ∈ (

) s.t. ! R x & " R y.

D EP L INK M ORA (existential version; cf. Morén (1999)):
Let Si be segments in corresponding phonological representations (
(
).
If S1 ∈ and S1 is associated with a mora,
then ∃ S2 such that S2 ∈ and S2 is associated with a mora and S1 R S2 .

) and

D EP-seg (Mccarthy 1995)): Every segment in S2 has a correspondent in S1 .
F OOT F ORM: A cover for several constraints which combine to enforce iterative
iambic footing. A violation is assigned for a foot which is not a good iamb, e.g.
(# $ ); or for a syllable that does not belong to any foot. (cf. Cohn and McCarthy
1998, Eisner 1996)
I DENT(length) (Brennan 2006): The length specications in the input match the
length specications in the output.
I NTEGRITY (McCarthy and Prince 1995): Informally: No element of S1 has multiple correspondents in S2 . Formally: For x ∈ S1 and w, z ∈ S2 , if x R w and x R
z, then w = z.
*L AR]$ (Um 2001, Davenport 2007): Violated when a segment in coda position
bears a laryngeal feature ([voice] [glottalized] [aspirated]).
M AX-µ (cf. McCarthy and Prince (1995)): Every mora in S1 has a correspondent
in S2 .
S YLL-µ (Morén 1999): A syllable must be minimally mono-moraic.
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*3 MORA (cf. Morén 1999): Trimoraic syllables are prohibited.
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